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" Whom else have you heard ? "
" Not many of them, I am afraid. When I am travelling
I either play in the evenings or else I have to prepare for
my own conceit. There is not much opportunity for going
to the concerts of other pianists. Nevertheless I have heard
some other representatives of the younger generation.
I have heard Iturbi, who was very effective and whom I.
liked, though much less than Horowitz. I also very much
appreciated the playing of the German, Gieseking, in whom
there is taste, musical refinement and a subtlety which is
quite un-German. Both his Bach and his Debussy were
very beautiful; his Chopin disappointed me ; nevertheless
I consider him a most cultured pianist. Backhaus con-
vinced me much less, though I admit that his technical
powers are considerable."
" Do you think there are any great pianists among the
younger generation in Poland ? "
" I have confidence in several of my own pupils.   More
than that I cannot say, as I hardly ever visit Poland."
" Do you think Poland is musical as a whole ? "
" The people, the peasants, the mountain folk are ex-
tremely musical.   Don't forget  that Poland had given
the world some of its most important musical rhythms, at
any rate dance rhythms :   the polonaise, the mazurka,
the cracovienne, the oberek.    This alone, and there is
much more, would be sufficient to show Poland's natural
genius for music.   But if you ask me whether our middle
classes and our upper classes, whether our bourgeoisie is
musical then I must emphatically deny it.   This is particu-
larly obvious at the present moment.     It is enough to
look at the Polish philologists."
" Philologists ? "
"Yes, look at them. Look at the reforms they are
introducing into the Polish language. Have you ever seen
anything less musical, more unmusical ? They are trying
to simplify Polish spelling, presumably in the hope that
children will be able to spend fewer hours over their studies

